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Abstract—Topic modeling has been an important field in
natural language processing (NLP) and recently witnessed great
methodological advances. Yet, the development of topic modeling
is still, if not increasingly, challenged by two critical issues.
First, despite intense efforts toward nonparametric/post-training
methods, the search for the optimal number of topics K remains
a fundamental question in topic modeling and warrants input
from domain experts. Second, with the development of more
sophisticated models, topic modeling is now ironically been
treated as a black box and it becomes increasingly difficult to tell
how research findings are informed by data, model specifications,
or inference algorithms. Based on about 120,000 newspaper
articles retrieved from three major Canadian newspapers (Globe
and Mail, Toronto Star, and National Post) since 1977, we
employ five methods with different model specifications and
inference algorithms (Latent Semantic Analysis, Latent Dirichlet
Allocation, Principal Component Analysis, Factor Analysis, Non-
negative Matrix Factorization) to identify discussion topics. The
optimal topics are then assessed using three measures: coherence
statistics, held-out likelihood (loss), and graph-based dimension-
ality selection. Mixed findings from this research complement
advances in topic modeling and provide insights into the choice
of optimal topics in social science research.

Index Terms—Topic Modeling, Natural Language Processing,
Social Science, Optimal Number of Topics

I. INTRODUCTION

The past two decades have witnessed an explosion in
methods, algorithms and tools designed to identify discussion
topics in automated text analysis. Noteworthy among these re-
search efforts, the Latent-Dirichlet-allocation (LDA) approach
assuming a Dirichlet prior distribution assigns a specific set
of topics to each document, based on a fixed number (K) of
topics. By incorporating both observed and latent variables,
this Bayesian generative method allows for latent processes to
capture similarities among sets of observations and thus results

in a more precise assignment of topics to documents (and
words to documents) [1]. While this method has been further
developed to detect the number of optimal discussion topics
based on a nonparametric Bayesian model [2], in practice
the ultimate decision on the choice of K still relies on
significant input from domain experts. In a more recent review
of data analysis with latent models, Blei highlights a tension
between orthodox Bayesian thinking and model criticism [3].
While the former attempts to integrate all possible sources of
uncertainties in a more complex mixture or ”super” models,
the latter tries to tell whether the essence of the data has been
captured by model specification and/or parameter inference.
Yet, model criticism is becoming increasingly challenging
with the proliferation of latent models in that we do not
necessarily know whether the data, model specification, or
inference algorithms plays a more significant part in shaping
the (approximate) posterior. In response to these issues, this
research uses various topic-modeling approaches to assess the
choice of K via different training methods, where model
specification and inference algorithms play different roles in
shaping research findings.

II. PREPROCESSING TECHNIQUES

A. Data Cleaning and Stopwords Removal

Before applying topic models, the corpus needs to be
cleaned. We first removed the common stopwords in En-
glish [4] such as the, a, and an, then we apply RAKE [5]
to combine words into phrases such that words like united
states are combined as united-states.

B. Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequencies

To apply topic-modeling methods, we represent a large
corpus of text using a document-word matrix X , where each
column corresponds to a document and each row corresponds978-1-7281-0858-2/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE
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to a word [6]. Since a word’s frequency in a corresponding
document cannot suggest the word’s relative importance in the
whole corpus, elements of the document-word matrix are often
weighted by term frequency-inverse document frequencies (tf-
idf) [7]. One way to calculate the tf-idf weight wt,d associated
with a term (word) t and a document d is as follows [8],

wt,d = tft,d × log
N

dft

where tft,d is a term t’s frequency in the document d, N is
the total number of documents, and dft is the total number of
documents containing the term t. Clearly, wt,d increases if a
term has a higher frequency in a document but such increase
is offset by the term’s prevalence across all documents in text
corpus. This tf-idf weight thus tends to filter out common
words or stopwords which appear to be popular in most
documents.

III. FIVE APPROACHES TO TOPIC MODELING

To guide our assessment of different approaches to topic
modeling, we next briefly discuss methodological details of
the five models being adopted in this research.

A. Latent Semantic Analysis

1) Theoretical Review: Based on singular value decompo-
sition of the document-word matrix, latent semantic analysis
(LSA) has long been adopted by scholars from different
disciplines to identify topics and themes contained in text
corpus [9]. This is achieved by providing a low-rank approx-
imation to the previously defined word-document matrix X
[10]. To understand how LSA works, we have its singular
value decomposition (SVD) of X as:

X = UΣV T ,

where both U and V are orthogonal matrices and Σ is a
diagonal matrix. To further explore these three matrices, we
first note that the square matrix XXT contains all dot products
denoting the correlation between any two word vectors across
all documents, and XTX contains all dot products denoting
the correlation between any two document vectors. And we
have:

UTXXTU = ΣΣT and V TXTXV = ΣTΣ, or

XXT = UΣΣTUT and XTX = V ΣTΣV T .

In other words, XXT and XTX have the same non-zero
eigenvalues expressed by ΣΣT (or, equally by ΣTΣ), and their
eigenvectors are contained in U and V , respectively.

2) Application in Topic Modeling: The number of positive
singular values in Σ suggests the rank of X , or the number of
topics in the current research setting, while the values of these
singular values suggests the relative importance of these topics.
For a space spanned by singular vectors corresponding to these
singular values (i.e., topics), the coordinates of a word i across
all topics are denoted by the ith row of U and the coordinates
of a document j across all topics are denoted by the jth

column of V T . The corresponding loadings of all words on the

kth topic are given by elements in the kth columns of U ; and
the corresponding loadings of all documents on the kth topic
are given by elements in the kth rows of V T . While topics
identified by LSA can be viewed as clusters of words and/or
documents once they are projected to a ”semantic space”, we
use columns of U to denote topics (and their corresponding
relations with words). If the values of singular values are
small or below a certain threshold specified by researchers,
it is possible to remove these singular values and achieve a
low-rank approximation [11].

B. Principal Component Analysis

1) Theoretical Review: The idea of principal component
analysis (PCA) is very similar to that of SVD [12]. For the
document-word matrix X , PCA tries to project the data to
orthogonal directions so that distinctive features from the data
can be retained as much as possible. In other words, if the
covariance matrix associated with X is given by XXT , PCA is
looking for a projection matrix P such that after the projection
the covariance matrix Y TY of the resulted new document-
word matrix Y = PX has the largest variance in these
projection directions. Yet, one constraint in the search for P is
that these projection directions suggested by P should be basis
vectors and orthogonal to each other. Otherwise, the direction
associated with the second largest variance will be always
parallel to or even overlap with that associated with the largest
variance (and so forth for the remaining directions), which
provides little information of the data. As a consequence, the
off-diagonal elements (i.e., covariance) of Y TY should be zero
and PCA essentially deals with an issue of optimization with
a constraint. We have:

Y TY = (PX)(PX)T = PXXTPT = D

where D should be a diagonal matrix. Related to our discus-
sion on SVD, if we rank eigenvectors z1, z2, · · · , zn of XXT

and form a new matrix Z = (z1, z2, · · · , zn) and let:

ZTXXTZ = ΣTΣ = Λ =


λ1

λ2
. . .

λn

 (1)

D will be a diagonal matrix if we make P = ZT . Therefore,
the matrix containing all the eigenvectors of XXT provides
the loadings of all words on any topic and a solution to the
application of PCA to topic modeling. The optimization issue
also corresponds to the maximization of zTi XX

T zi when
zTi zi = 1. If we take the derivative of zTi XX

T zi − λzTi zi
with respective to zi, we have (XXT − λI)zi = 0 and zi
must be an eigenvector of XXT .

2) Application in Topic Modeling: We take these extracted
principal components as topics, and extract the top words of
these topics by finding the top corresponding values in the
principal component.

To summarize, the relation between LSA and PCA is similar
to that between maximum likelihood estimation and ordinary
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least squares estimation in linear regression settings: they
appear to follow different principles yet (sometimes) yield
the same result. Also, due to the fact that the components
extracted by PCA or SVD are often mixed with positive and
negative values, the interpretation of negative values can be
less straightforward. Nevertheless, these two methods differ
from each other in terms of computing: the calculation involv-
ing covariance matrices is demanding when observations and
eigenvectors associated with PCA are large, while numerical
methods can be readily applied to the calculation of SVD.

C. Factor Analysis

1) Theoretical Review: While PCA tries to identify major
components embedded in the data matrix, factor analysis (FA)
aims to represent the data matrix and its internal relations via
latent factors (variables). To do so, FA draws on a parametric
model and a series of assumptions/conditions. More specifi-
cally, if words in the document-word matrix X are centered
on its means in a document and we obtain a new document-
word matrix X∗, we try to express the p words using latent
factors:

Yn×p = XT
∗ = Fn×kAk×p + εn×p

where F is a matrix containing all (latent) factors
F1, F2, ..., Fk for each of n document, A = (aij)k×p is a
loading matrix representing the loadings of all words on each
of the k factors, and ε is the Gaussian error term. The FA
model satisfies the following four assumptions/conditions:
1. The expectation and covariance (matrix) of Fi are 0 and
In, respectively;
2. The expectation and covariance (matrix) of εi are 0 and
σ2
n×n = diag(σ2

1 , σ
2
2 , · · · , σ2

n);
3. The covariance between ε and F is 0;
4. Cov(Yi) = AAT + σ2I and Cov(Yi, Fi) = Ak×p.
This conclusion that Cov(Y ) = AAT + σ2I has two impli-
cations. First, it is possible to calculate the loading matrix
A first and then solve the latent factors using F = ΣyAT .
Second, for the ith row ai in A and a word yi across all
observations (i.e., documents), we have var(yi) = a′iai + σ2

i

and Cov(yi, yk) = a′iak. The sum of squared loadings of yi
on all factors, or a′iai (i.e., the common variance), denotes the
dependence of yi on all factors, or the extent to which yi is
explained by all factors.

Factor analysis can be implemented in different ways and
this study adopts the EM algorithm to conduct factor analysis
[13], [14]. Yet, in existing literature the link between PCA and
FA has been particularly noted [9], [15]. Related to Equation
(1), we have the eigenvalues of Y Y T as λ1, λ2, · · · , λp, their
corresponding standardized eigenvectors as zy1 , zy2 , · · · , zyp ,

and Y Y T =
∑p
i=1 λizyiz

′
yi given that:

Y Y T = ΛY = ZY


λ1

λ2
. . .

λp

ZTY

= (zy1 , zy2 , · · · , zyp)


λ1

λ2
. . .

λp



z′y1
z′y2

...
z′yp



= (
√
λ1zy1 ,

√
λ2zy2 , · · · ,

√
λpzyp)


√
λ1z
′
y1√

λ2z
′
y2

...√
λpz
′
y4


For the vector (

√
λ1zy1 ,

√
λ2zy2 , · · · ,

√
λpzyp), its first m

entries (where m < p) provides a possible solution to A and
thus correspond to m latent factors because:

Y Y T ≈ ÂÂT + σ̂2

= λ1zy1z
′
y1 + λ2zy2z

′
y2 + · · ·+ λmzymz′ym + σ̂2.

Finally, it should be noted that these factors identified are often
rotated to achieve maximum variance so that these independent
factors can have better explanatory power.

2) Application in Topic Modeling: The obtained factors are
considered as the weight vectors for each topic, we identify the
top words according to the same principle as for SVD (LSA)
and PCA, we sort the words according to its factor value and
retain those with high values.

D. Non-negative Matrix Factorization

1) Theoretical Review: Non-negative matrix factorization
(NMF) decomposes a matrix V into two matrices W and H
and all elements of the three matrices are not negative [16]:

Vn×m = Wn×rHr×m

where the dimension of r is often much smaller than that of
m and n. The NMF has a clear advantage over other similar
algorithms in computing, interpretation and data storage. By
making all elements in the three matrices non-negative, any
column vector vi in V can be expressed by a weighted sum
of all column vectors in W and their corresponding weights
are given by elements in the ith column of H:

vi = w1h1i + w2h2i + · · ·+ wrhri = Whi.

In other words, we can learn how a whole system consists of
different parts via these positive weights generated by NMF.
The general idea behind NMF is also inherently related to
how a whole system and its relations with different parts are
perceived by human beings.
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2) Application in Topic Modeling: The relation between
NMF and topic modeling, especially probabilistic latent
semantic analysis (PLSA), has been noted [17]. For the
document-word matrix X , we could define elements of W
as wik = P (topick)P (wordi|topick), elements in H as hkj =
P (documentj |topick) and have elements xij as:

xij =
∑

wikhkj

=
∑

P (topick)P (wordi|topick)P (documentj |topick)

The idea is similar to that of PLSA, where a probabilistic
model is used to generate topics, and words/documents are
further generated based on the topic distribution.

E. Latent Dirichlet Allocation

1) Theoretical Review: In topic modeling, LDA provides
a generative statistical model allowing for observed words
and documents to be explained by latent topics that captures
the similarities of words/documents [1]. For a text corpus,
the generative process of LDA can be briefly summarized
as follows. First, the (optimal) number of topics K needs
to be specified. Second, a parameter θi which governs the
distribution of K topics in the ith document, is drawn from
a Dirichlet prior distribution D(a). The hyper-parameter a
is a K-dimensional vector with its elements (positive real
numbers) denoting the relative weights of the K topics.
Third, a parameter ϕk, which governs the distribution of
all V words occurring in a topic k, is drawn from another
Dirichlet prior distribution D(β). The hyper-parameter β is a
V -dimensional (sparse) vector with its elements denoting the
relative weights of the V words. Finally, for a word Xi,j in the
jth location of the ith document, its corresponding topic ti,j is
drawn from a multinomial distribution M(θi) and the word is
then generated from a multinomial distribution M(ϕtij ). The
likelihood function of the model is:

P (X, t, θ, ϕ;α, β)

=

K∏
i=1

P (ϕi;α)

N∏
j=1

P (θ;β)

Lj∏
l=1

P (tj,l|θj)P (Xj,l|ϕtj,l)

We adopted the online variational Bayes algorithm [18] to
optimize the model, by optimizing the Evidence Lower BOund
(ELBO), details can be found in the reference.

2) Application in Topic Modeling: The LDA model is
designed for topic modeling, therefore the connection is clear
and simple: the estimated posterior ϕ represents the word
distribution in each topic while the estimated posterior θ
represents the topic distribution in each document.

IV. DATA AND MEASURES

A. Data

The text corpus used in the current study was retrieved from
three major newspapers in Canada with national influence: The
Globe and Mail, (The) Toronto Star and National Post. All
newspaper articles published in any of the three newspapers

from January 1st 1977 to June 30th 2019 are retrieved as
long as they contain the word ”Chinese”. The data retrieval
process took place from 2017 to 2019. In total, 52,317, 43,529,
and 23,634 articles were retrieved from The Globe and Mail,
Toronto Star and National Post, respectively. Based on lists
of stop words and results from preliminary data analysis, the
research team performed multiple rounds of data cleaning and
compiling to remove stop words and meaningless words for
topic modeling (e.g., reporters’ names, street address) prior to
our analysis.

B. Measures

In search for the optimal number of topics K, we compare
three types of measures to assess results estimated from
the five topic-modeling methods: held-out likelihood (or re-
construction loss when applicable), coherence statistics, and
graph-based dimensionality selection [19]–[22].

Fitting Error Measure: We calculate the held-out likelihood
of fitted models using 3-fold cross validation [23]. Specifically,
we split the text corpus into three parts, treat one part as a test
set and the other two as training sets. We repeat the estimation
process for all three parts of the text corpus and calculate
the average of the held-out likelihood/loss. We then compute
either held-out likelihood or loss based on type of model,
we have PCA, FA and LDA implemented as probabilistic
models. It should be noted, however, the focus of the held-out-
likelihood/loss approach is the predictive power of a specific
model instead of the latent structure (e.g., topics) of the text
corpus at stake. Also note that for log-likelihood, higher value
indicates better performance, vice versa for reconstruction loss.

Coherence Statistics: Four measures of coherence are
adopted in this study: Cv , Cnpmi, Cuci, Umass [24]. If a
set of statements or terms mutually support each other, we
say that this set of statements is coherent. For a specific
topic, these coherence measures capture the degree of semantic
similarity among words in the topic, thus allow scholars
to assess whether topic modeling results represent actual
semantic topics or statistical artifacts. We use the average of
a coherence measure of each topic as a within-topic measure
of topic coherence.

We first define the notion of pointwise mutual information:

PMI(x, y) = log

(
P (x, y) + ε

P (x)P (y)

)
where ε is the smoothing constant and is often set to 1.

These four measures of coherence can be briefly described
as follows. Cuci is probably the earliest statistic proposed to
address topic coherence, which uses a sliding window and
pointwise mutual information to measure the co-occurrence
probability of every word pairs in a topic. It has been suggested
that Cuci provides an extrinsic measure of coherence since it
pairs every single word with every other word in the topic
[21].

Suppose we have a topic of three words {a, b, c}. The co-
occurrence probability of any two words would be calculated
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based on sliding windows, for example, if our text is “a is b”,
the virtual documents with a size 2 sliding window would be
“a is”,“is b”. In this case, P (a) = 1

2 (appeared once in two
virtual documents), P (a, b) = 0 (no co-occurrence of a and
b), and

Cuci =
1

3
[PMI(a, b) + PMI(a, c) + PMI(b, c)]

Cnpmi can be viewed as an enhanced version of Cuci
because the former uses normalized pointwise mutual infor-
mation (NPMI) instead of pointwise mutual information [25].
The NPMI is defined as the following:

NPMI(x, y) =

 log P (x,y)+ε
P (x)P (y)

log(−P (x, y) + ε)

γ

where ε is the smoothing constant and higher γ givers higher
NPMI more weight.
Cv is proposed most recently and deals with indirect

similarities between words [24], that is, some words should
belong to the same topic but they rarely occur together; yet,
their adjacent words should look similar. For example, suppose
there are two statements “McDonald makes chicken nuggets”
and “KFC serves chicken nuggets”, one will probably want
to put McDonald and KFC together in the same topic. The
mathematical details of Cv also appears to be somewhat com-
plicated. The use of co-occurrence counts in the calculation of
the NPMI of every top word to every other top word results in
a set of vectors. For every top word, there is a corresponding
vector. The indirect similarity is then calculated between the
vector of every top word and the sum of all other top-word
vectors. Cosine distance is used as a similarity measure.

Finally, based on the idea that the occurrence of every top
word should be supported by every preceding top word, Umass
measures the conditional probability of weaker words given
the presence of their corresponding stronger words in a topic.
Different from the other three measures, Umass is an intrinsic
measure since the word list needs to be ordered and a word is
compared only to its preceding and succeeding words [22]. To
avoid the calculation of the logarithm of zero, a pairwise score
function of the empirical conditional log-likelihood based on
smoothing counts is used.

It it noteworthy that each coherence measure should be
considered as independent therefore comparing intra-indicators
is not meaningful. Also, all coherence indicators are higher the
better.

Dimensionality Selection: The last measure originates from
graph-based dimensionality selection. Since in methods like
SVD (LSA) and PCA, we have a natural importance indicator
which is the eigenvalue. People has used scree plots to identify
the primary principal components, but given the very large
dimensions (e.g., numbers of eigenvectors) associated with
about 120,000 newspaper articles, the traditional threshold of
dimensionality selection (eigenvalue as 1.0) cannot be readily
applied to a big-data project. We thus relies on an automatic

procedure, which maximizes a simple profile likelihood func-
tion, to search for the elbow point in a scree plot [20].

V. RESULTS

The three types of measures based on results from the
five methods of topic modeling are presented from Figure 1
to Figure 12. For the SVD (LSA) method, it is clear that
the coherence statistics, especially for the Cuci and Umass
measures, favor fewer topics (see Figure 1). This opposite con-
clusion holds for the measure of held-out likelihood because
more topics are associated with smaller errors (see Figure 3).
Yet, according to the graph-based dimensionality selection, the
optimal topics number appears to be 669 (see Figure 2).

Findings based on PCA are similar to these based on the
SVD method. Coherence statistics, especially Cuci and Umass,
tend to suggest a smaller number of topics (see Figure 4). This
pattern stands in contrast with the held-out likelihood, where
the more the merrier (see Figure 6). The optimal number of
topics suggested by dimensionality detection is 698 (see Figure
5). The coherence statistics for the FA method also prefer a
smaller number of topics, although the value of Umass slightly
increases with a larger number of topics after 600 (see Figure
7). Yet, the held-out-likelihood measure of the FA model is
able to specify the optimal number of topics, which appears
to be 100 (see Figure 8).

The coherence statistics for the NMF methods reveal an
interesting picture (see Figure 9). While the curves of Cnpmi
and Cv are relatively flat, results based on the Cuci and
Umass measures do not agree with each other: Umass prefers
a smaller number of topics but Cuci suggests that the value
of K should be somewhere around 50 to 100. In Figure 10,
the held-out error tends to support a larger number of optimal
topics.

Finally, for the LDA method, the Cnpmi and Cv measures
do not show a strong preference over a particular number
of topics (see Figure 11). The Cuci measure suggests that
the value of K should be between 50 and 80 but the Umass
measure still favors a large number of topics. Finally, the held-
out likelihood measure suggests that the optimal number of
topics should be 20.
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Fig. 3. The SVD (LSA) method: Held-out error.
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Fig. 6. The PCA method: held-out likelihood.
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Fig. 10. The NMF method: Held-out error.
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Fig. 11. The LDA method: Coherence.
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Fig. 12. The LDA method: Held-out likelihood.

VI. CONCLUSION

Based on an application of five approaches to topic mod-
eling of about 120,000 newspaper articles in Canada, major
findings comparing from three measures for the optimal num-
ber of topics can be summarized in Table I. It should be noted,
however, these findings are based on a specific text corpus and
can vary if other forms of data are used.

TABLE I
A SUMMARY OF OPTIMAL NUMBER OF TOPICS SUGGESTED BY DIFFERENT

MEASURES AND METHODS

SVD PCA FA NMF LDA
Cuci Small Small Small 50+ 50-80
Cv Small* Small* Small* 50- 25*
Cnpmi Small* Small* Small* 50- 25*
Umass Small Small Small Small Small
Held-out Large Large 100 Large 20likelihood (loss)
Dimensionality 669 698 NA NA NAselection
Note: *possibly related to the scale of graphs, the conclusion
suggested by this measure may not be very clear.

As suggested by Table I, when two approaches of topic
modeling are methodologically similar to each other (i.e., SVD
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and PCA), these measures tend to report comparable results.
Yet, the optimal number of topics can vary greatly across
different approaches and measures. For the same method
of topic modeling, different assessment measures can also
suggest different and even opposite conclusions. Among these
five topic modeling methods being investigated, only assess-
ment measures pertaining to LDA modeling tend to suggest
similar numbers of optimal topics. These interesting findings
beg a key question in the search for an optimal number of
topics: why should measures and methods based on different
methodological philosophies and computing algorithms report
similar, if not identical, numbers of optimal topics? Is there,
in fact, an optimal number of topics to be discovered by more
advanced methods? Without the input from domain experts,
to what extent should optimal numbers of topics be viewed
as methodological artifacts or distinctive features of the text
corpus at stake? While the current study cannot answer all
these questions, our mixed findings seem to suggest that
optimality should be first defined in terms of, but not limited
to, data reduction, latent structure, or predictive power, before
any search for optimal topics takes place.
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